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and Centaurs
● 2019-Today: Science Fellow at Gemini 

Observatory/NOIRLab
○ Supporting operations at the Gemini North telescope
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What do we mean by “Breaking” the Solar System?

● Has the Solar System always looked like it does today?
● How stable are the orbits of the planets?
● What does it take to move a planet?
● Does changing a planetʼs orbit cause anything unexpected to happen?
● Has the Solar System broken in the past?

○ How do we know it was broken?
○ How did break?
○ It doesnʼt look broken anymore, why is that?



Concepts: Orbits and Orbital Elements

All planetary orbits are elliptical, and have a shape, size, and orientation defined by six 
parameters.

1. Semi-major axis - furthest distance a planet gets from the center of its orbit 
a. Note: The Sun is only at the center of a perfectly circular orbit

2. Eccentricity - how elliptical a planetʼs orbit is

semi-major axis



Concepts: Orbits and Orbital Elements

All planetary orbits are elliptical, and have a shape, size, and orientation defined by six 
parameters.

         Planet 

3. Inclination - tilt of the orbit relative to the 
ecliptic 

4. Longitude of ascending node - where the 
planet crosses from below to above the 
ecliptic

5. Argument of periapsis - what direction the 
ellipse is pointing

6. True anomaly - where the planet is in its 
orbit at a certain time

Reference 
Direction



Concepts: Gravity

Gravity is the main force that defines the motion of the planets.

Force of gravity felt by each object

Gravitational Constant Masses of objects 1 and 2

Distance between objects 1 and 2

● Gravity is stronger between more 
massive objects

● Gravity is stronger between objects that 
are closer together

● Strength of gravity drops as 1/r²
○ E.g. increasing distance x2 

decreases strength of gravity x4
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Concepts: Angular Momentum

Any mass that rotates around a central point has angular momentum.

An orbiting planetʼs angular momentum

Mass of the planet

Orbital velocity of the planet

Distance between the planet and the 
the object it orbits

● Faster, more massive objects on orbits further from 
the Sun have more angular momentum.

● Objects can exchange angular momentum through 
gravitational interactions, which changes their 
orbital velocity.
○ We exploit this fact when we use planets to 

speed up spacecraft with gravity assists.

Angular momentum is transferred from Jupiter to a space probe.
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Concepts: Orbital Resonance

Sometimes the orbits of planets and moons fall into resonant patterns where objects 
gravitationally pull on each other at regular intervals.

● Some resonant systems 
are stable and 
self-correcting.

● Others are unstable and 
cause the orbits of 
objects to change so 
they fall out of 
resonance.

● Planets may preserve 
the orbits of asteroids in 
their resonances, but 
can also clear asteroids 
out of certain regions of 
space.

Three of Jupiter’s 
largest moons are in 
resonance with each 

other.

Pluto is also in 3:2 
resonance with 

Neptune.



What does the Solar System look like?



The Solar System looks stable, but was it always?

Minor planets should go Rocky > Carbon-rich > Icy as temperature drops further from the Sun, but in 
reality they look a bit scrambled.



Other Evidence of Disruption and Planet Migration

Mars is smaller than 
expected.
rₘ = 0.533rₑ
mₘ = 0.107rₑ

Was less material 
available when Mars 
formed?

We observe interstellar objects like 
1I/ʼOumuamua and 2I/Borisov.

These objects could have been 
kicked out of their planetary 
systems by migrating planets.

Uranus is tilted over by 97.7° 
relative to its orbit.

Itʼs thought that a collision 
with an Earth-sized object 
could have caused this.



Planet migration in a nutshell
Moving a planet is all about exchange of angular 
momentum. 

Gas

Dust

Asteroids

Planets

Angular momentum exchange 
between one small object and a 
planet has only a tiny effect on the 
planetʼs orbit, but if the planet orbits 
within a dense disk of material those 
small exchanges add up fast.



How do we test our ideas?

● Observations?
○ We can only get snapshots of forming 

and evolving planetary systems. 
○ Monitoring the whole process would 

take millions of years.

● n-body simulations?
○ Physical mechanisms can be 

accounted for separately.
○ One simulation can show us the entire 

evolution of a planetary system.



How do we test our ideas?

The process:

1. Use our hypothesis about how the Solar System started to set the initial conditions 
of the simulation.

2. Define the physics of the dynamical processes we are trying to test/observe in the 
simulation.

3. Run the simulation (you may need a supercomputer for this part).
4. When the simulation is finished, study what the final Solar System looks like and 

compare it to the real thing.
a. Have the dynamical processes had the effect you thought they would?
b. Have they reproduced the dynamical structure of the Solar System as we observe it now?



Our Best Theories: The Grand Tack

Setting the scene:

● We think the Solar System started off compact.
● Solar System is < 5 million years old

○ Lots of gas in the protoplanetary disk

● Jupiter has just finished forming
● Other planets havenʼt fully formed yet
● Lots of dust and planetesimals in the disk

○ Rocky, Carbon-Rich, Icy

● What happens when we include gas-driven 
migration to this scenario?



Our Best Theories: The Grand Tack

Simulation is run for 0.5 million years

● Jupiter gravitationally interacts with gas in the disk, loses 
angular momentum, and starts migrating toward the Sun.
○ Rocky and carbon-rich asteroids get caught in resonances or are 

scattered outwards
● Jupiter reaches 1.5 AU. Saturn becomes massive enough to 

start migrating inward.
○ More rocky and carbon-rich asteroids are scattered outwards.

● Saturn catches up to Jupiterʼs 2:1 resonance and they 
become gravitationally coupled.
○ Combined their angular momentum exchange reverses and they 

migrate outward.
○ Rocky and carbon rich asteroids get scattered inward again.

● Uranus and Neptune interact with the disk and start 
migrating outward
○ Icy planetesimals get scattered inward.



Our Best Theories: The Grand Tack

Results of the simulation

● Giant planets end up more spread out and 
resonant with each other

● Planetesimals end up scattered everywhere
○ Mixture of rocky and carbon-rich objects where the 

modern asteroid belt is.
○ Planetesimals are removed from the area around Mars, so 

Mars does not grow as large as the Earth or Venus.
○ Many planetesimals are thrown out of the Solar System 

completely -> Interstellar objects
● If Saturn hadnʼt migrated and stopped Jupiter, the 

Earth probably wouldnʼt exist.
● Thatʼs not the end of the story though…



Our Best Theories: How the Nice Instability Broke the Solar 
System
● After 500 million years the Solar System had 

settled into a somewhat stable configuration with 
Saturn and Jupiter in 2:1 resonance with each 
other.

● Large outer disk of planetesimals still causes the 
planets to slowly migrate outward.

● Suddenly Jupiter and Saturn pop out of 
resonance and the planets start scattering off 
each other.

● Neptune and Uranus migrate out until the 
number of planetesimals is too low to move them 
anymore.

● Again planetesimals are thrown everywhere. 
Many are lost to interstellar space.



Our Best Theories: How the Nice Instability Broke the Solar 
System

This is the cool video part…

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1otFu0ADKkd940yQSIPlRhYAYc3UqZEyF/preview


Now itʼs your turn to break the Solar System

● How different can you make the Solar System look by changing the 
starting conditions?

● Which planet do you think has the biggest effect if you change its orbit?
● Is the Solar System as stable as you thought it was before?
● Would Earth be less hospitable to life if the other planets had different orbits?



Bonus Slides for Colab Activity



Ejection Eccentric 
Planet

Planets Swap 
Orbits

Original Solar 
System



Wrap-up questions

● Did you manage to break the Solar System? 
○ What, if anything, does this tell us about the Solar System? Is a comet hitting Jupiter going to 

destabilize everything?
○ What did you change and how did it affect the Solar System?
○ Did anything surprise you?
○ If youʼd like, share your most exciting movie!

● What is some observation or phenomenon (in astronomy or another field) that 
interests you? How might you use a simulation to learn more about it? What kinds 
of ingredients, physics, etc. do you think you should include?



Sunʼs mass=0.2 Jupiter ecc=0.15 Planets start aligned

Pluto=Neptuneʼs mass Jupiter i=50°

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Jt9Gsa0FyfXCnEC3Sl5Q3-nkRjrmF3wl/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ullx2yHT_OT3Wcl_wG3L5Q3lKKzL63Ks/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1k1FGu70UFiG2Yu99U-jApyUABLqJqqXg/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1zceARwdnkOiO5r1EWajgsfwhh_KiKipB/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1V3BJXt5ejOIy4LX49nqrUsxtWsuePbGt/view
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